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        The Snom 720 has a Gigabit passthrough port
The Snom 720 supports PoE
The Snom 720 has 18 DSS Keys
The Snom 720 has 12 SIP Accounts
The Snom 720 has a Graphical Four-Line Display, 128 x 48 Pixels Main LCD
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        The SNOM 720 IP Phone includes the following features:

4-line B/W display
18 LED function keys
12 identities
Wideband audio
Hands-free operation
Power over Ethernet (PoE) 
WLAN / Bluetooth Headset ready
VLAN
2 x Gigabit LAN ports
2000 Phone Book Entries
and much more
The SNOM 720 has a great GUI which is extremely easy to use and it is displayed on 128 x 48 pixel screen. The menu structure feels natural to use and is extremely easy to navigate around. On the SNOM 720 there are 18 programmable keys which can be programmed to do what you wish in addition; there are 4 variable function keys. The SNOM 720 has LED lights which will indicate whether someone is calling.  It also has caller ID so you will know who is calling you. On the SNOM 720 the LED lights will also indicate whether you have missed or received calls also; the LED lights will indicate whether you have any messages. The SNOM 720 will also list all your missed, dialled and received calls but; it will only hold a maximum of 100 in the list. There is also an address book which can hold up to 2000 entries and with those entries you can set up speed dials. Furthermore; you can set the phone to block any anonymous callers automatically and you can set a deny list which will block certain numbers. The SNOM 720 can handle up to 12 calls at one time so you can talk to a number of people easily
The SNOM 720 has USB ports which can be used to connect a WLAN binding USB stick so you can connect wirelessly. There are a number of features on the SNOM 720 to make your life easier for example: there is a hold button so you can effortlessly put people on hold, you can forward calls using call forwarding and there is an automatic redial function which will make it a lot easier to follow up missed calls. The phone can support a number of audio devices for example wired headsets and Bluetooth® enabled headsets
The SNOM 720 has some great security features for example SRTP, SIPS, RTCP, RTCP-XR, TLS and LLDP-MED
For further SNOM 720 features please click here


For the SNOM 720 user manual click here
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        More Information	Warranty	12 Months Warranty
	Main LCD	Graphical Four-Line Display, 128 x 48 Pixels
	WiFi Support	Via USB Dongle
	Connectivity	Ethernet (RJ-45)
	Ethernet Port Speed	10/100/1000 Mbps
	Number Of Ethernet Ports	2
	Power Options	AC or PoE
	AC PSU Included	No
	DSS Keys	18
	SIP Accounts	12
	Bluetooth	No
	USB Port	Yes
	HD Voice	Yes
	Headset Interface	RJ-11
	EHS	Yes - With EHS Advanced V2.0
	Speakerphone	Yes
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